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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a joint sender/receiver optimiza-
tion algorithm and a seamless rate adjustment protocol to
reduce the total number of packets over different paths in
a streaming framework with a variety of constraints such
as target throughput, dynamic packet loss ratio, and avail-
able bandwidths. We exploit the high rate erasure resilient
code for the ease of packet loss adaption and seamless rate
adjustment. The proposed algorithm and adjustment proto-
col can be applied at an arbitrary scale. Simulation results
demonstrate that the overall traffic is significantly reduced
with the proposed algorithm and protocol.

1. INTRODUCTION

Streaming with path diversity has been proposed as an ef-
fective technology to combat the unpredictability and con-
gestion on the network, and to achieve better bandwidth
utilization [1] [2] [3]. In multi-path streaming framework,
packets are sent out over multiple delivery paths. Packets
from different paths are used either to recover the lost pack-
ets or to increase the effectively aggregated throughput (so
as to satisfy the bandwidth requirement which would other-
wise can not be fulfilled). In addition to path diversity, For-
ward Error Correction (FEC) techniques, which were orig-
inally introduced to reduce the delay due to retransmission
for lost packets, was adopted to improve the overall per-
formance. Most frequently used FEC code is the (N, K)
Reed-Solomon code whereN is the number of generated
messages andK is the original messages. Here we use the
high rate RS code instead of the traditional one in order to
facilitate packets recovery and rate adjustment over differ-
ent paths.

In order to improve the utilization of available band-
width resources, the rate allocation among different paths
were studied in [3] and [4]. The rate allocation is formu-
lated as an optimization problem where the target is to min-
imize the irrecoverable loss probability, and solved from the
receivers’ perspectives with an elegant receiver-driven pro-
tocol. Specifically, givenN encoded packets, they will de-
termine the optimal packet number,Ni, for theith path with

constraint
∑

Ni = N . However, in these works, the erasure
resilient code is applied on a per-client perspective and the
protection ratio is usually determined according to an aver-
age packet loss ratio and is fixed throughout the streaming
session. That means the protection ratioN/K is fixed. As
a result, it is critical to determine a proper protection ratio,
which is extremely difficult, if not impossible, due to the
network dynamics. Moreover, due to the limited knowledge
on receiver side, the optimization only considers the bene-
fits for the client itself, ignoring the affect on other peers.
Therefore, when applied to a peer-to-peer streaming frame-
work, this algorithm will inevitably lead to at most a local
optimization.

In this paper, we seek to minimize the total number
of packets sent over different paths subject to various con-
straints such as target throughput, dynamic packet loss ra-
tio, and available bandwidths. We formulate the problem as
a joint sender/receiver optimization problem and propose a
seamless rate adjustment protocol. To achieve easier packet
loss adaptation, we exploit high rate erasure resilient code
[5] instead of the normal RS code [6]. Because of the diffi-
culty to achieve the global optimization, the proposed pro-
tocol tries to achieve optimal performance in a small neigh-
borhood, which can be seen as achieving a tradeoff between
global optimization and local optimization.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: high rate era-
sure resilient code is briefly reviewed in Section 2. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the joint sender/receiver optimization al-
gorithm and propose a seamless rate adjustment protocol to
solve it. Simulation results and discussions are presentedin
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.. HIGH RATE ERASURE RESILIENT CODE

Mathematically, the erasure resilient code is generated through
matrix multiplication on the Galois Field GF(p):
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whereG is the generator matrix,{x0, x1, . . . , xK−1}
are the originalK packets, and{c0, c1, . . . , cN−1} are the
N coded packets. Anytime as long as the client receives no
less thanK packets, the originalK packets can be decoded
without retransmission.

High rate erasure resilient code is a kind of FEC code
with a large coded message space, whose parameters,(N, K),
satisfies the property thatN is much larger thanK (N ≫
K), and thus the amount of rows in generator matrixG is
quite large. In practice, we use the Reed-Solomon Code on
Galois Field,GF (216), to generate mutually parity pack-
ets on sender side [5]. With the RS code onGF (216), the
amount of original packets in a FEC block isK, and that of
potential coded packets is216=65536, which are like 65536
different colors, and each corresponds to a row inG. A
coded packets is generated according to the coefficients in a
row. Note that it is not necessary to generate all of the coded
packets using the so largeG. Instead, the 65536 colors are
distributed by the receiver to its candidate senders. Each
sender obtains a set of colors that are distinctive with each
others. The senders encode and send packets according to
the colors assigned. Without loss of generality, each sender
is distributed with the same number of colors in this work
while there are no such constraints in practice. In our imple-
mentation, each sender has 256 colors, and thus a receiver
could have at most 65536/256=256 candidate senders. That
is enough even for a large-scale P2P network. Since the ag-
gregated coded packets to a receiver through different paths
are generated by the same generating matrix, they can be de-
coded cooperatively yet straightforwardly on the receiver.
The packet rates along different paths can be dynamically
adjusted.

3.. JOINT SENDER/RECEIVER OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

3.1.. Encoding Packets

The video streaming is sent out by packing the streaming
data into packets. If the streaming is packed intoM packets
before encoding using erasure resilient code. We divide the
M packets into blocks , each of which containsK packets.
Thek packets are encoded according to the colors assigned
to the sender. Blocks are numbered from 1 to⌈M

K
⌉, and

colors are numbered from 0 to 65535. The receiver knows
them for any received packets by detecting the color iden-
tification field in the packet headers. Since anyK received
packets in a block is encoded fromK different rows inG,
theK rows consist of a sub-matrix with a full rank ofK.
Thus theK original packets could be easily recovered on
receivers’ side.

3.2.. Rate Allocation Algorithm

The joint sender/receiver optimization algorithm is achieved
via two optimization algorithms, namely receiver-driven op-

Notation Definition
K The number of original packets in each of FEC block
λ The number of senders for a receiver
si Theλ candidate senders of a receiver (i = 1 . . . λ)
Bi The output capability fromsi to this receiver, repre-

sented by number of packets in each of FEC block
ploss(i) The estimated average packets loss rate fromsi

pi The average packet success rate fromsi, which is cal-
culated from(1 − ploss(i))

Ti The number of encoded packets send fromsi

rs

i
The ith downstream receivers of senders (i =
1 . . . δ)

ps

i
The packet success rate froms to its receivers

s∗
i

The next sender ofrs

i
, from which packets success

rate is less than the rate froms
p∗

i
The packet success rate from senders∗

i
to rs

i

Table 1. Predefined Notations

timization algorithm and the server-driven optimization prob-
lem, that operate on the receiver side and the sender side,
respectively. All the notations involved are defined in Table
1. In the following derivation, we always use thepi instead
of ploss(i) for simplification.

3.2.1.. Receiver-Driven Optimization Algorithm

From the perspective of a receiverr, the basic optimization
target is to determineTi to minimize the total number of
sent packetsD which is given by

D =
λ

∑

i=1

Ti

subject to










λ
∑

i=1

piTi ≥ K

Ti ≤ Bi i = 1 . . . λ

(2)

wherepi is calculated fromploss(i) that could be estimated
in many ways,Bi could be obtained using TCP-friendly
bandwidth estimation, or negotiated by the sender and the
receiver at initial state exchanges. Similar modelling has
been proposed in [3], the optimization algorithm is solved
via an intuitive and greedy algorithm, which assigns more
packets to senders with lower loss rate and fewer packets
to higher ones until the constraints(2) is satisfied. In prac-
tice, this algorithm runs periodically to adjust the packets
rate from the receiver’s perspective. Even though their op-
timization target is different from ours, their solution works
well. We adopt their algorithm in this work.

3.2.2.. Sender-Driven Optimization Algorithm

For the sender-driven algorithm, we first consider a simple
case with three senders and two receivers. ReceiverR1 re-
ceives stream fromS1 andS2, andR2 receives stream from
S1 andS3. pij andTij represent the estimated packets suc-
cess rate and number of encoded packets for each block sent
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Fig. 1. A simple case for
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Fig. 2. Topology in
scenario 1

from Si to Rj respectively (i = 1, 2, 3 andj = 1, 2). Fur-
thermore, we definêBi as the currently free output capa-
bility (in the unit of packets) ofSi. In order to decode the
received packets smoothly, the following constraints haveto
be met:

{

T12p12 + T32p32 ≥ K

T11p11 + T21p21 ≥ K
(3)

If S1 reducesµ packets sent toR2 for each block, and in-
creasesµ packets sent toR1, the output rate does not in-
crease for itself. But in order to keep smooth decoding on all
receivers, the rate from other two senders should be changed
accordingly and meet:

{

(T12 − µ)p12 + (T32 + p12

p32

µ)p32 ≥ K

(T11 + µ)p11 + (T21 −
p11

p21

µ)p21 ≥ K
(4)

After adjustment, the total number of sent packets is

C = T12 + T32 + T11 + T21 − (
p11

p21
−

p12

p32
)µ (5)

Hence the totally sent packets could be decreased with the
precondition of smooth decoding, as long as

p11

p21
>

p12

p32
(6)

and

µ ≤ min{T21
p21

p11
, B̂3

p32

p12
, T12} (7)

For the general case, different senders have different
number of downstream receivers. Since the sender-driven
optimization algorithm will be applied to each sender inde-
pendently, we focus on the formulation for a single sender
with δ downstream receivers. Note thatp∗i could be ob-
tained via periodically state exchange between senders and
receivers.

The sender calculatesΓi =
ps

i

p∗

i

for each of its receiver,
and ranks them in descending order. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assumeΓ1 ≥ Γ2 ≥ . . . ≥ Γδ. According to the

formula (5), the sender has thebenefit matrix:

E =
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whereEij = Γi − Γj (i < j).
So, the target of server-driven optimization algorithm is

to find anadjustment matrix:

Φ =
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such that the total number of reduced packets,Q, is
maximized where

Q =
∑

1≤i,j≤δ

eijµij (8)

and consistent with constraint (7), eachµij subjects to the
constraints:

µij ≤ min{
T ∗

i

Γi

,
B∗

j

Γj

, Tj} (9)

Note that whereT ∗
i is the amount of packets sent from the

nextsender of the receiverrs
i , B∗

j is the currentfreeoutput
capability of thenextsender ofrs

j , andTj is the amount of
packets sent from the current senders. This constraint is a
generalization of Eqn. (7).

We also use an intuitive and greedy algorithm to deter-
mine eachµij in matrix Φ. The server ranks alleij in an
descending order such that its receivers related to former
eij are granted higher adjustment priority than the ones re-
lated to lattereij . The sender then communicates with the
nextsender of the receivers to determine how to adjust the
packets rate. Note that the second term in Eqn. (9) is very
important since it prevent the adjustment from a chain re-
action to all the servers. In other words, only the servers
that have free output capacity will react to the adjustment.
Moreover, a server may selectively optimize only for several
most significanteij . As a result, the proposed algorithm can
be applied on an arbitrary scale.

3.3.. Seamless Rate Adjustment Protocol

Senders who has calculated the benefit matrix runs the ad-
justment protocol for aeij as follows.

1) Send control packets tos∗i ands∗j to ask how many
packets in each block could be reduced and increased re-
spectively. After receiving the control packets,s∗i ands∗j
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response the capability that it could reduce and increase re-
spectively, which satisfies the constraints in Eqn. (9).

2) After receiving the response froms∗i ands∗j , sender
s determine the value ofµij according to the Eqn. (4) and
constraints (9). It then sends the request tos∗j to ask for
increasing the packets sent tors

j .
3) After receiving the successfully increased response

from s∗j , the sender makes a self-adjustment. It reduces the
packets sent tors

j , and increases the packets tors
i .

4) Finally, senders sends requests tos∗i to ask for de-
creasing packets tors

i .
From the above protocol, senders always decrease the

sent packets after receiving the successfully increased re-
sponse from another sender. This mechanism ensures that
the receiver can always receive enough packets for decod-
ing. On the other hand, the receiver doesn’t care how many
packets are sent out by a special sender, it only cares about
the total number of received packets. Clearly, this packets
rate adjustment is transparent for receivers.

4.. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results for the pro-
posed algorithm using NS2 network simulator[7]. In the
simulation context, we use a video with an actual bit rate of
960kbps and a packet size of 600 bytes.

In the first scenario, we use a simple topology as shown
in Figure 2 to observe the rate adjustment among senders.
Here each FEC block contains 30 packets. The first receiver
joins into the session at time 0s, and the second one joins
at time 60s. As shown in Figure 3, the total number of sent
packets is more than 70 after the second joining. Then as
senders run the adjustment protocol, the packets sent by
sender 1 increases, but sender 2 reduces, so that the total

number of sent packets reduces. Furthermore, Sender 2 re-
duces packets always after sender 1 increased the packets,
which ensures the video quality on receivers’s side.

At last, we demonstrate the effects on many receivers
case. We use Brite to generate aFlat Albert Barabasitopol-
ogy, and assign 30 senders and 50 receivers. Each receivers
has from 2 to 6 candidate senders as an Uniform Distribu-
tion. All receivers come as a Poisson Distribution with the
rate of 5 seconds for a joining. Each FEC block contains
80 original packets. The average loss rates follow a uniform
distribution from %1 to %30. Figure 4 shows the required
packets for each receiver. We also plot the overall sent pack-
ets for each FEC block on the network in Figure 5. It shows
that as more and more receivers joining into the session, the
optimization with sender-driven algorithm makes a more re-
markable effect for saving packets. This demonstrates our
approach could reduce the total network burden especially
in large-scale network.

5.. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an joint sender/receiver optimiza-
tion algorithm and a seamless rate adjustment protocol to
minimize the overall traffic in a streaming framework with
path diversity. The proposed algorithm and adjustment pro-
tocol can be applied at any network scale. As a result, a
good tradeoff between local optimum and global optimum
can be achieved. We adopted high rate erasure resilient code
for easy packet loss ratio adaptation. Several simulations
were carried out and the results demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed algorithm and the adjustment protocol.
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